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We show that there exist graphs of Cartesian maps, of finite mass, which cannot
be approximated weakly as currents by graphs of smooth maps with equibounded
area.  1998 Academic Press
This paper deals with the relaxed extension of the nonparametric area
functional for vector valued maps.
Let 0 be a bounded domain in Rn, n, N2, and u: 0  RN be a smooth
map. The area of the graph of u over 0 is given by
A(u, 0) :=|
0
|M(Du)| dx, (1)
where
|M(Du)| :=(1+|Du| 2+|M(2)(Du)| 2+ } } } +|M(n

)(Du)| 2)12
is the square root of the sum of the squares of the determinants of all
minors of the Jacobian matrix Du up to the order n

:=min(n, N).
In the same spirit as Lebesgue’s area for continuous functions, the
relaxed area of the ‘‘graph’’ of an L1-function u: 0  RN is defined by
A (u, 0) :=inf [lim inf
k  
A(uk , 0) | uk # C1(0, RN), uk  u in L1]. (2)
Denote by A1(0, RN) the class of maps u # W1, 1(0, RN) such that all
minors of Du are summable in 0. If u # A1(0, RN), we can still define
A(u, 0) by (1), so that due to the lower semicontinuity of A(u, 0) w.r. to
the L1-convergence, see e.g. [1], one has
A(u, 0)A (u, 0).
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For u # A1(0, RN), it can be well defined the integer rectifiable current
Gu # Rn(0_RN) ‘‘carried’’ by the graph of u, see [3], [7] and [8]. More
precisely, if Id  u: 0  0_RN is the join map (Id  u)(x) :=(x, u(x)),
taking approximate derivatives we have
Gu :=(Id  u)* 0
with mass equal to the area of the graph of u, i.e.,
M(Gu)=A(u, 0).
The homological condition that the boundary of Gu in 0_RN is non zero
Gu n 0_RN{0
is clearly an obstruction to the weak approximation in the sense of currents
of Gu by smooth graphs, compare [4] and [5], i.e., we cannot find C1
maps uk : 0  RN such that
Guk(|)  Gu(|) \| # D
n(0_RN),
where Dn(0_RN) is the space of all smooth n-forms with compact support
in 0_RN. Consequently, it is an obstruction also to the approximation in
mass.
However, even in the special case of Cartesian maps u # cart1(0, RN),
where
cart1(0, RN) :=[u # W1, 1(0, RN) | |M(Du)| # L1, Gu n 0_RN=0],
it is shown in [6], see also [10], that in general
A(u, 0)<A (u, 0).
More precisely, there exist maps u # cart1(B2, R2), B2 being the unit ball in
R2, which are smooth, C, outside the origin, such that for any sequence
of smooth maps uk : B2  R2, with graphs Guk weakly converging to Gu ,
one has
lim inf
k  +
M(Guk)>M(Gu).
These facts lead us to introduce the notion of relaxed area of the graph
of a map u # cart1(0, RN) w.r. to the weak convergence as currents
A (u, 0) :=inf [lim inf
k  +
A(uk , 0) | uk # C1(0, RN) and
Guk ( Gu weakly in Dn(0_R
N)], (3)
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so that clearly
A(u, 0)A (u, 0)A (u, 0).
We recall now that for each Cartesian current T # cart(0_RN), see e.g.
[8], there exist a map uT in A1(0, RN) and a ‘‘vertical’’ integer rectifiable
current ST # Rn(0_RN), i.e., such that ST (,(x, y) dx1 7 } } } 7 dxn)=0 for
each , # C c (0_R
N), for which
T=GuT+ST and GuT n 0_R
N+ST n 0_RN=0. (4)
If we extend (3) to any current T # cart(0_RN) by setting
A (T ) :=inf [lim inf
k  +
A(uk , 0) | uk # C 1(0, RN) and
Guk ( T weakly in Dn(0_R
N)],
we easily infer, for each u # cart1(0, RN),
A (u, 0)=inf [A (T ) | T # cart(0_RN) and uT=u], (5)
where uT is given by (4). In fact, for each T # cart(0_RN) with uT=u,
Guk ( T implies uk  u in L
1, so that clearly A (u, 0)A (T ). On the other
hand, if [uk] # C1(0, RN) is such that uk  u in L1 and A(uk , 0)  A (u, 0)
as k  +, with A (u, 0)<+, by the closure-compactness theorem for
Cartesian currents, compare [4] and [8], passing to a subsequence,
Guk ( T for some T # cart(0_R
N) with uT=u, so that we infer
A (T )lim inf
k  +
A(uk , 0)=A (u, 0)
and finally (5).
The author in [11] and [12] provides classes of maps in cart1(0, RN)
which can be approximated weakly as currents and in area by graphs of
smooth maps. We stress that the question of characterizing all maps in
cart1(0, RN) for which A(u, 0)=A (u, 0) is still open.
In this paper we show that there exist maps u in cart1(0, RN) such that
for any sequence of smooth maps with graphs weakly converging to Gu ,
then the masses cannot be equibounded.
Claim. There exist maps u: 0  R2 in cart1(0, R2), where 0 is a bounded
domain in R2, for which for any sequence of smooth maps uk : 0  R2 such
that
Guk ( Gu weakly in D2(0_R
2)
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as k  +, then one has
lim
k  +
M(Guk)=+.
In particular, one has
A (u, 0)=+.
The proof relies on the computation of the jump between the relaxed
area (3) and the area (1) of the graph of the non-approximable maps in
[6]. In fact, we recall that if .: S1  R2 is the map defined by
.(%) :={
(&1+cos 4%, sin 4%)
(1&cos 4%, sin 4%)
(&1+cos 4%, &sin 4%)
(1&cos 4%, &sin 4%)
if 0%<?2
if ?2%<?
if ?%<3?2
if 3?2%<2?
(6)
where we identify the interval [0, 2?] with the boundary S1 :=B2 of the
unit ball in R2 via
%  (cos %, sin %),
as previously remarked, it is proved in [6] that the map u: B2  R2 given
by
u(x) :=. \ x|x|+ , x # B2"[0],
cannot be approximated weakly as current and in area by graphs of
smooth maps. Note that u # cart1(B2, R2). In fact, clearly u # W1, p(B2, R2)
for p<2 and det Du=0 in B2, thus u # A1(B2, R2). Moreover one infers
Gu n B2_R2=&$0_.* S 1,
where $x denotes the Dirac mass centered at x, so that since the image of
S1 through . is the boundary of the union of the two unit disks of the
target space R2 centered at (&1, 0) and (1, 0), and .(S 1) is covered twice
with opposite orientation, one has Gu n B2_R2=0.
1st step. Let uk : B2  R2 be any sequence of smooth maps with
equibounded area and sup norm, i.e.,
sup
k
M(Guk)<+ and sup
k
&uk &<+, (7)
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such that Guk ( Gu weakly in D2(B
2_R2), as k  +. We claim that for
a.e. positive \<1, passing to a subsequence of [uk], there exists a sequence
of Lipschitz homotopy maps h k : [0, 1]_B\  B2_R2, B\ being the ball of
radius \ in R2, such that
h k(0, x)=(x, uk(x)), h k(1, x)=(x, u(x)), x # B\ (8)
and the mapping area of h k goes to zero as k  +, i.e.,
lim
k  + |
1
0
|
B\
J3 h k dx dt=0, (9)
where J3h k is the 3-dimensional Jacobian of the map h k .
To show (9), we make use of an easy consequence of [13, 31.2], stating
the equivalence of weak convergence and flat metric convergence, in case
of currents without boundary. In fact, for fixed U/Rn+k bounded open set
and W//U, one has the following
Proposition 1. If [Tk], T # Rn(U) are such that Tk=T=0, spt Tk ,
spt T/W for each k # N and supk M(Tk)<+, then Tk ( T weakly in
Dn(U) if and only if
lim
k  +
inf [M(R) | R=Tk&T, R # Rn+1(U)]=0.
By slicing theory, see [13, Section 28] and [8], for H1-a.e. positive
radius \<1, we can extract a subsequence of [uk], depending on \, for
which
Guk n B\_R
2 ( Gu n B\_R2,
(10)
(Guk n B\_R
2) ( (Gu n B\_R2),
uk n B\  u n B\ in L1 and sup
k
M((Guk n B\_R
2))<+. (11)
Also, since for v=u, uk the boundary of the graph of v n B\ is equal to the
current carried by the graph of the restriction of v to B\ , i.e.,
(Gv n B\_R2)=Gv, B\ :=(Id  v)* B\ ,
by the homotopy formula [13, 26.22] we infer
(Gu n B\_RN)&(Guk n B\_R
N)=hk*((0, 1)_B\  ), (12)
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where hk : [0, 1]_B2  B2_R2 the affine homotopy between the graphs of
u and uk , i.e.,
hk(t, x) :=t(Id  u)(x)+(1&t)(Id  uk)(x)
=(x, tu(x)+(1&t) uk(x)), 0t1, x # B2.
Moreover, we have
sup
k
M(hk*((0, 1)_B\ ))<+ (13)
and passing to a subsequence
hk*((0, 1)_B\  ) ( 0 weakly in D2(B2_R2), (14)
as k  +. To show (13), by (7), (10) and (11) it suffices to prove that
for each k
M(hk*((0, 1)_B\))c &u&uk& [M(Gu, B\)+M(Guk , B\)], (15)
where c is an absolute constant. In fact, we have
M(hk*((0, 1)_B\))=|
1
0
|
B\
|A(Dhk)| dH1 dt,
where the Jacobian |A(Dhk)|, involving derivatives of hk w.r. to t and to the
tangential direction % to B\ , is dominated by terms of the type |u&uk |
and
|u&uk | (t |D% u|+(1&t) |D%uk | ),
so that (15) follows since for v=u, uk
|
B\
|D%v| dH1M(Gv, B\).
To prove (14), set
6\ : B\_R2  U :=(0, 2?)_R2
(x, y)  (%, y) if x=(\ cos %, \ sin %),
so that if Sk :=6\* b hk*((0, 1)_B\  ) # R2(U), then by (13), (12),
(11) and (10)
sup
k
[MW (Sk)+MW (Sk)]<+ \W//U.
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By the compactness theorem for integer rectifiable currents, see [13, 27.3],
passing to a subsequence we have Sk ( S, where S # R2(U). Moreover,
(10) yields Sk n U ( 0. Also, since uk  u in L1, and then H1-a.e.,
on B\ , by a slicing argument we can assume that Sk ( 0 and then
consider S as an integer rectifiable current in R3 without boundary,
S # R2(R3), S=0. Then (14) clearly holds if we show that S=0.
To this aim, let R # R3(R3) be the unique integer rectifiable current such
that R=S. By [13, 26.28]
R( f (x, y) dx 7 dy1 7 dy2)=|
R3
fv \f # C c (R
3) (16)
for some function v # BV(R3). Moreover, since by L1-convergence of uk  u
in B\
hk*((0, 1)_B\  )(|)  0
for each form | # D2(B2_R2) with zero ‘‘vertical’’ component ,(x, y) dy1 7dy2,
we infer
R( f (x, y) dx 7 dyi)=S( f (x, y) dx 7 dyi)=0 \f # C c (R
3)
for i=1, 2. Then by (16) v is constant w.r. to y=( y1 , y2), i.e., v(x, y)=w(x),
and since v # L1 then v=0, thus R=0 and S=0, as required.
Setting now
Tk :=Gu n B\_R2&Guk n B\_R
2&hk*((0, 1)_B\  )
=hk*((0, 1)_B\  ),
by (7), (10), (12), (13) and (14) we infer Tk ( 0 weakly in D2(B2_R2),
Tk=0, supk M(Tk)<+ and finally spt Tk /B\_B2(0, c) for some
ball B2(0, c)/R2y , for each k # N. By Proposition 1 we then obtain a
sequence [Rk] of integer rectifiable currents Rk # R3(B2_R2) such that
Rk=Tk and lim
k  +
M(Rk)=0. (17)
Similarly to [14, Thm. 1], we are then able to define the map h k for
which (8) and (9) hold. More precisely, for =k a 0, regarding R4 as a
subspace of R4+3=R4_R3, R4tR4_[0R3], choose for each k a Lipschitz
homotopy Hk : [0, 1]_([0, 1]_B\)  R4+3 from hk to a Lipschitz
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embedding fk such that fk*((0, 1)_B\  ) is polyhedral and such that
the mapping area of Hk is less than =k ,
Hk(0, (t, x))=(hk(t, x), 0R3),
Hk(1, (t, x))= fk(t, x), (t, x) # ([0, 1]_B\).
Since Rk+Hk*((0, 1)_((0, 1)_B\  )) is an integral current with
boundary equal to fk*((0, 1)_B\  ), by [3, 4.2.19] it can be approxi-
mated arbitrary well by an integral polyhedral chain. Then, by [14, Prop. 1]
there is a Lipschitz map gk : [0, 1]_B\  R4+3, with boundary values fk ,
such that the 3-dimensional mapping area of gk is lower than M(Rk)+2=k .
If 6: R4+3  R4 is the orthogonal projection onto the first 4 coordinates
and
8: ([0, 1]_B\)"([14, 34]_B\2)  [0, 1]_([0, 1]_B\)
is a bijective Lipschitz map with
8(t, x)={(0, (t, x))(1, (2(t&14), 2x))
if (t, x) # ([0, 1]_B\)
if (t, x) # ([14, 34]_B\2)
we finally set
h k(t, x) :={
6 b gk(2(t&14), 2x)
if (t, x) # [14, 34]_B\2
6 b Hk(8(t, x))
if (t, x) # ([0, 1]_B\)"([14, 34]_B\2).
2nd step. For each radius r>0, define the map ur : Br  R2 in
cart1(Br , R2)
ur(x) :=. \ x|x|+ , x # Br"[0],
where . is given by (6). We claim that
A (ur , Br)A(ur , Br)+2|2 , (18)
where |2=H2(B2) is the area of the holes produced by the mapping ur in
the target space.
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To prove (18), by lower semicontinuity of the area functional and
det Dur=0 in Br , it suffices to show that for any sequence of smooth maps
uk : Br  R2 with Guk ( Gur weakly in D2(Br _R
2) and supk M(Guk)<+,
one has
lim inf
k  + |B\ |det Duk(x)| dx2|2 (19)
for each small positive radius \<r. Note that we can reduce to the case
r=1, for simplicity. Moreover, it is no restrictive to suppose supk &uk&
<+. Since in fact &.&=2, setting vk(x) :=6 b uk(x), where 6: R2y  R
2
y
is the Lipschitz retraction
6( y) :={
y
3
y
| y|
if | y|3
if | y|3,
we obtain a weakly approximating smooth sequence with
sup
k
M(Gvk)sup
k
M(Guk)<+, sup
k
&vk&<+
and
|
B\
|det Dvk | dx|
B\
|det Duk | dx \k # N.
Remark. Before proving (19), we stress that if v: Br  R2 is a smooth
(Lipschitz continuous) map such that v(x)=ur(x) for each point x # Br ,
then
|
Br
|det Dv(x)| dx2|2 . (20)
In fact, v n B\ : B\  R2, \ # [0, r], defines a 1-parameter continuous
family of loops in R2y , moving ur n Br to one point. Then, by definition
of ur and the nontrivial homotopy type of the loop . n S 1, see [9], v n Br
must completely cover at least one of the two disks B2( pi , 1)/R2y , pi :=
((&1)i, 0), i=1, 2. Also, since v n Br=ur n Br has index zero w.r. to
any point of R2y".(S
1), the multiplicity function of v is at least 2 in each
point contained in such disk, see [2]. Consequently, by the area formula
we obtain (20).
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Suppose by contradiction that (19) does not hold: then there exists a
positive number =0>0 and a small radius \<1 such that, passing to a
subsequence,
lim
k  + |B\ |det Duk(x)| dx2|2&=0 . (21)
Moreover, we select \ so that by 1st step there exists a sequence of homo-
topy maps [h k] for which (8) and (9) hold. Then, by Fubini’s theorem and
the coarea formula [3, 3.2.11] we have
Mk :=|
1
0
|
B\
J3h k dx dt=|
\
0
dr |
Br
|
1
0
J3h k dt dH1, (22)
where (passing to a subsequence) Mk  0 as k  +, by (9). Conse-
quently, for _>0 large enough, e.g., _>2\, the measure of the set of the
radii r # (0, \) for which
|
1
0
|
Br
J3h k dH1 dt>_Mk
is smaller than \2, so that for each k # N we can select a radius \k # (0, \)
such that
|
1
0
|
B\k
J3h k dH1 dt_Mk . (23)
Define now
u~ k(x) :={
uk(x)
?~ b h k \Ik( |x| ), \k x|x|+
if |x|<\k
if \k|x|<1,
where
Ik(r) :=
r&\k
1&\k
, \kr1
and ?~ : R2x_R
2
y  R
2
y is the orthogonal projection onto the target space.
Since we can suppose \k\12, then u~ k : B2  R2 is a sequence of
Lipschitz continuous maps with u~ k=u on B2, so that by the previous
remark, see (20),
|
B 2
|det Du~ k(x)| dx2|2 (24)
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for each k # N. Also, since u~ k=uk in B\k and \k\, by (21) we have
lim sup
k  +
|
B\k
|det Du~ k(x)| dx2|2&=0 . (25)
Note now that the image of u~ k n B2"B\k is equal to the projection onto the
target space of the homotopy h k n [0, 1]_B\k . On the other side, the
mapping area of ?~ b h k n [0, 1]_B\k can be written as an integral involv-
ing partial derivatives of h k w.r. to t and to the tangential direction to B\k ,
which is clearly dominated by the integral of the Jacobian J3 h k . We then
infer
|
B2"B\k
|det Du~ k(x)| dxc |
1
0
|
B\k
J3h k dH1 dt
for some absolute constant c>0, so that by (23), (22) and (9) we obtain
lim inf
k  + |B2"B\k
|det Du~ k(x)| dx=0. (26)
Finally, (26) and (25) contradict (24), for k large, thus (19) holds.
3rd step. We show that for each radius r>0
A (ur , Br)=A(ur , Br)+2|2 (27)
for the map ur of 2nd step. By (18), it suffices to define a weakly approxi-
mating smooth sequence uk : Br  R2 such that
lim
k  +
M(Guk)=A(ur , Br)+2|2 . (28)
To this aim, taking polar coordinates \ :=- x21+x22 , % :=arctan(x2 x1),
define for each k # N, k>3r,
uk(\, %) :={
.(%)
u~ k(\, %)
u^k(\, %)
(0, 0)
if 3k\<r
if 2k\3k
if 1k\2k
if 0\1k
where . is given by (6),
u~ k(\, %) :={.(%)(k\&2) .(%)
if % # [0, ?2] _ [?, 3?2], 2k\3k
if % # [?2, ?] _ [3?2, 2?], 2k\3k
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and finally
u^k(\, %)
:={
.(%)
.((k\&1) ?2)
.(%)
(0, 0)
if % # [0, (k\&1) ?2], 1k\2k
if % # [(k\&1) ?2, (4&k\) ?2], 1k\2k
if % # [(4&k\) ?2, 3?2], 1k\2k
if % # [3?2, 2?], 1k\2k.
Clearly uk : Br  R2 is a sequence of Lipschitz continuous maps with
uk=ur in Br "B3k ; moreover by the area formula
|
B3k
|det Duk(x)| dx=|
uk(B3k)
H0(B3k & u&1k ( y)) dH
2( y)=2|2
for each k # N, whereas
lim
k  + |B3k - 1+|Duk(x)|
2 dx=0,
so that Guk ( Gur weakly in D2(Br_R
2) and (28) holds.
Remark. Dealing with L1-convergence, (27) is not true, because for
each r>0 we have
A (ur , Br)A(ur , Br)+cr, (29)
where c is an absolute constant, compare [1], so that A (ur , Br)  0 as
r  0+. To prove (29), consider the integer rectifiable current
Tr :=Gur+ :
2
i=1
(&1) i Lir _B
2( pi , 1),
where pi=((&1) i, 0) # R2y and L
i
r is the line segment in Br connecting the
boundary points (&r, 0) and (r, 0), for i=1, (0, &r) and (0, r), for i=2.
By (4) one has Tr # cart(Br_R2) and uTr=ur . Moreover, it can be easily
performed a sequence of smooth (Lipschitz continuous) maps uk : Br  R2
such that Guk ( Tr and A(uk , Br)  M(Tr), as k  +. By lower semi-
continuity we then infer
A (Tr)=M(Tr)=A(ur , Br)+cr,
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so that (5) yields (29). By (27) we thus conclude that
A (ur , Br)<A (ur , Br)
for r>0 sufficiently small.
4th step. We prove the Claim, defining a map u: 0/R2  R2 in
cart1(0, R2) for which there is a sequence [Bj]j of pairwise disjoint balls
contained in 0 such that the restriction u n Bj behaves like the maps given
in 2nd step, so that for any sequence of weakly approximating smooth
maps uk : 0  R2, by (19) one has
lim inf
k  + |Bj |det Duk | dx2|2 \j # N.
To this aim, set 0 :=B2(0R2 , 2) and Bj :=B
2(cj , 2& j) for each j #
[1, 2, 3, ...], where c1=(&1, 0), c2=(0, 0) and
cj=\ :
j&2
k=1
2&k, 0+ , j3,
so that the Bj ’s are pairwise disjoint balls contained in 0. Set now u n Bj :=
u( j): Bj  R2 by
u( j)(x) :={
.\ x&cj|x&cj |+
 \ x&cj|x&cj |+
if j # [1, 3, 5, ...]
if j # [2, 4, 6, ...]
where . is given by (6) and : S 1  R2 is defined by
(%) :=.(&%+?).
If Qj denotes the square circumscribing Bj
Qj :=cj+[&2& j, 2& j]2, j # N,
extend u n Bj to Qj as a continuous map which is constant w.r. to the first
variable x1 . It comes out that u#0 over the sides of the boundary of Qj
parallel to the x1-axis, whereas on the sides parallel to the x2 -axis
Lkj :=cj+[((&1)
k 2& j, x2) | &2& jx22& j], k=1, 2,
as x2 ranges in [&2& j, 2& j], u(L2j ) and u(L
1
j+1) describe the circles B
2( pi , 1)
/R2y , pi=((&1)
i, 0), i=1, 2, with the same order and orientation, for
each j # N.
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We can thus extend u over the convex hull of L2j and L
1
j+1, the right-
hand side of Qj and the left-hand side of Qj+1 , as a continuous map
which is constant along the straight lines connecting the corresponding
points in L2j and L
1
j+1 (points on which u takes the same value), for each
j # N. We finally extend u in the strip connecting L11 to the boundary of 0
as a continuous map constant w.r. to the variable x1 , and set u#0 in the
rest of 0.
To conclude, we remark that the map u: 0  R2 this way obtained is in
cart1(0, R2). In fact, clearly u # W1, p(0, R2), for p<2, and det Du=0 in 0,
thus u # A1(0, R2), whereas due to the construction Gu n 0_R2=0.
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